Outcomes of robotic assisted radical prostatectomy.
Robot-assisted radical prostatectomy (RARP) is a rapidly evolving technique for the treatment of localized prostate cancer. However, cynics point to the increasing role of market forces in the robotic revolution. As yet, Europe has not taken up RARP in large numbers and this may in part relate to the high level of expertise in laparoscopy previously gained. Furthermore, setting up a robotic program is a major undertaking for many surgical units. This article reviews the current literature on RARP with regard to oncologic, continence and potency outcomes - the so called 'trifecta'. Preliminary data appears to show an advantage of RARP over open prostatectomy with reduced blood loss, decreased pain, early mobilization, shorter hospital stay and lower margin rates. Most intra-institutional studies demonstrate good postoperative continence and potency with RARP; however this needs to be viewed in the context of a paucity of randomized data available in the literature. There is no definitive data to show an advantage over standard laparoscopy, but the fact that this technique has reached parity with laparoscopy within 5 years is encouraging.